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a useful or valuable possession or quality that a person or organization has for example money time or
skills have the resources to do sth the company has the resources and infrastructure to manage a global
brand we lack the resources to do the job properly the meaning of resource is a source of supply or
support an available means usually used in plural how to use resource in a sentence synonym discussion of
resource noun a source of supply support or aid especially one that can be readily drawn upon when needed
synonyms service help assistance support aid resources the collective wealth of a country or its means of
producing wealth usually resources money or any property that can be converted into money assets a
resource is any personal talent or outside supply that can be tapped for help or support resource comes
from an old french word meaning relief or recovery which certainly ties in with the idea of a resource
being something that offers necessary aid noun opal w opal s rɪˈsɔːs rɪˈzɔːs ˈriːsɔːrs rɪˈsɔːrs countable
usually plural a supply of something that a country an organization or a person has and can use especially
to increase their wealth the exploitation of minerals and other natural resources they promote the use of
renewable resources like soybean oil noun resources something that lies ready for use or that can be drawn
upon for aid or to take care of a need webster s new world available money or property wealth assets
webster s new world similar definitions something that a country state etc has and can use to its
advantage natural resources including coal and oil noun c uk rɪˈzɔːs ˈriːsɔːrs us add to word list b2
something that a country person or organization has that they can use usually plural natural resources see
also human resources fewer examples there are immense natural resources here waiting to be tapped several
villages pooled their resources to set up a building project noun ˈrisɔrs rɪˈsɔrs countable usually plural
a supply of something that a country an organization or a person has and can use especially to increase
their wealth the exploitation of minerals and other natural resources we do not have the resources money
to update our computer software resource refers to all the materials available in our environment which
are technologically accessible economically feasible and culturally sustainable and help us to satisfy our
needs and wants resources can broadly be classified according to their availability as renewable or
national and international resources 1 count something that a country has and can use to increase its
wealth oil is essentially their only resource usually plural the country has vast mineral resources coal
oil and other natural resources 2 plural a supply of something such as money that someone has and can use
when it is needed synonyms for resource opportunity recourse resort possibility substitute replacement
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relief expedient antonyms of resource liabilities debts indebtedness published on august 26 2021 by tegan
george revised on may 31 2023 a credible source is free from bias and backed up with evidence it is
written by a trustworthy author or organization there are a lot of sources out there and it can be hard to
tell what s credible and what isn t at first glance a resource is a physical material that humans need and
value such as land air and water resources are characterized as renewable or nonrenewable a renewable
resource can replenish itself at the rate it is used while a nonrenewable resource has a limited supply
published on june 13 2022 by eoghan ryan revised on may 31 2023 it s important to know how to find
relevant sources when writing a research paper literature review or systematic review article conserving
earth earth s natural resources include air water soil minerals plants and animals conservation is the
practice of caring for these resources so all living things can benefit from them now and in the future
grades 9 12 subjects biology ecology earth science geography geology conservation photograph noun
definition of resource synonyms for resource oil is essentially their only resource the computer
laboratory is an essential resource for students sharing resources in friendship could be the news of the
day usa today 17 may 2023 if the world needed oil that would be a large resource area to go to cbs news 21
july 2021 definition for resource noun as in supply drawn upon either material or nonmaterial compare
synonyms synonyms antonyms strongest matches ability capability capital means property reserve source
support system talent wealth strong matches a natural resource is anything found in nature that can be
used by humans there are two types of natural resources renewable and nonrenewable renewable resources can
be replaced over human lifetimes nonrenewable resources cannot renewable resources are unevenly
distributed around earth for example some areas on earth are windier than others 1 dream big but start
small have a big dream but start small do an initial check of the capacity and demand of a certain product
or service thus maximizing its benefits before venturing on to



resource definition in the cambridge english dictionary Apr 07 2024
a useful or valuable possession or quality that a person or organization has for example money time or
skills have the resources to do sth the company has the resources and infrastructure to manage a global
brand we lack the resources to do the job properly

resource definition meaning merriam webster Mar 06 2024
the meaning of resource is a source of supply or support an available means usually used in plural how to
use resource in a sentence synonym discussion of resource

resource definition meaning dictionary com Feb 05 2024
noun a source of supply support or aid especially one that can be readily drawn upon when needed synonyms
service help assistance support aid resources the collective wealth of a country or its means of producing
wealth usually resources money or any property that can be converted into money assets

resource definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Jan 04 2024
a resource is any personal talent or outside supply that can be tapped for help or support resource comes
from an old french word meaning relief or recovery which certainly ties in with the idea of a resource
being something that offers necessary aid

resource noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Dec 03 2023
noun opal w opal s rɪˈsɔːs rɪˈzɔːs ˈriːsɔːrs rɪˈsɔːrs countable usually plural a supply of something that
a country an organization or a person has and can use especially to increase their wealth the exploitation
of minerals and other natural resources they promote the use of renewable resources like soybean oil

resource definition meaning yourdictionary Nov 02 2023
noun resources something that lies ready for use or that can be drawn upon for aid or to take care of a
need webster s new world available money or property wealth assets webster s new world similar definitions
something that a country state etc has and can use to its advantage natural resources including coal and



oil

resource meaning cambridge learner s dictionary Oct 01 2023
noun c uk rɪˈzɔːs ˈriːsɔːrs us add to word list b2 something that a country person or organization has
that they can use usually plural natural resources see also human resources fewer examples there are
immense natural resources here waiting to be tapped several villages pooled their resources to set up a
building project

resource noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Aug 31 2023
noun ˈrisɔrs rɪˈsɔrs countable usually plural a supply of something that a country an organization or a
person has and can use especially to increase their wealth the exploitation of minerals and other natural
resources we do not have the resources money to update our computer software

resource wikipedia Jul 30 2023
resource refers to all the materials available in our environment which are technologically accessible
economically feasible and culturally sustainable and help us to satisfy our needs and wants resources can
broadly be classified according to their availability as renewable or national and international resources

resource definition meaning britannica dictionary Jun 28 2023
1 count something that a country has and can use to increase its wealth oil is essentially their only
resource usually plural the country has vast mineral resources coal oil and other natural resources 2
plural a supply of something such as money that someone has and can use when it is needed

resource synonyms 49 similar and opposite words merriam May 28 2023
synonyms for resource opportunity recourse resort possibility substitute replacement relief expedient
antonyms of resource liabilities debts indebtedness



what are credible sources how to spot them examples scribbr Apr 26 2023
published on august 26 2021 by tegan george revised on may 31 2023 a credible source is free from bias and
backed up with evidence it is written by a trustworthy author or organization there are a lot of sources
out there and it can be hard to tell what s credible and what isn t at first glance

resource types national geographic society Mar 26 2023
a resource is a physical material that humans need and value such as land air and water resources are
characterized as renewable or nonrenewable a renewable resource can replenish itself at the rate it is
used while a nonrenewable resource has a limited supply

how to find sources scholarly articles books etc scribbr Feb 22 2023
published on june 13 2022 by eoghan ryan revised on may 31 2023 it s important to know how to find
relevant sources when writing a research paper literature review or systematic review

conserving earth national geographic society Jan 24 2023
article conserving earth earth s natural resources include air water soil minerals plants and animals
conservation is the practice of caring for these resources so all living things can benefit from them now
and in the future grades 9 12 subjects biology ecology earth science geography geology conservation
photograph

examples of resource in a sentence merriam webster Dec 23 2022
noun definition of resource synonyms for resource oil is essentially their only resource the computer
laboratory is an essential resource for students sharing resources in friendship could be the news of the
day usa today 17 may 2023 if the world needed oil that would be a large resource area to go to cbs news 21
july 2021



58 synonyms antonyms for resource thesaurus com Nov 21 2022
definition for resource noun as in supply drawn upon either material or nonmaterial compare synonyms
synonyms antonyms strongest matches ability capability capital means property reserve source support
system talent wealth strong matches

natural resources article khan academy Oct 21 2022
a natural resource is anything found in nature that can be used by humans there are two types of natural
resources renewable and nonrenewable renewable resources can be replaced over human lifetimes nonrenewable
resources cannot renewable resources are unevenly distributed around earth for example some areas on earth
are windier than others

14 tips to create an effective strategy for resource planning Sep 19
2022
1 dream big but start small have a big dream but start small do an initial check of the capacity and
demand of a certain product or service thus maximizing its benefits before venturing on to
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